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Hosiah Chipanga

believe in look East policy
or its just a convenience for
now? Is it not just political
expediency so that we lessen
the high tide of US sanctions?

I want to disassociate myself with a video circulating
on the social media with
someone dressed in a black
and white gown and a band
imitating my tune of music
but singing vulgar words at
the end. I want to apologise to
my fans and supporters that I
dont sing such shameful and
vulgar words to the public.
Being imitated is not evil but
singing vulgar while imitating someone is a great damage which I believe Zimura,
National Arts Council and
law in general should help to
curb.
Akson Potera
Thank Mr Chipanga and I
will pass this message to your
fans in Midlands including my home area (district)
Mberengwa. This is what Zim
useless politicians do. When
they fail to sell marketable
ideas to the electorate, they
turn to name calling or dig
down the opponent and even
killing. What they forget
is: your capability is yours,
attacking or not attacking
you will never change the
challenges of Zimbabwe
nokukonewa kwawo ma politicians. Without people’s inclusive dialogue, forget about
reforms. Calling for reforms
in parliament of at rallies is
just a political theoretical
gadget. How many times did
the opposition, then MDC
(in particular) call for electoral reforms since 2000?
The participants of the reforms indaba (Mbeki 2008)
yielded nothing except wasting public funds when participants at times travelled to SA
for reforms discussion only to
find the sinking of MDC via
the 2008. Calling for reforms
in parliament is like asking
the criminal to try, convict
and sentence themself!
sei.
Reader CJ
The point is Zanu PF has
Shonas, Ndebeles, Tongas,
Shangani etc. This shouldn’t
be politics of tribes. There
are more Shonas who don’t
belong to Zanu PF than those
who belong to Zanu. So when

Lord Nate
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you want sum up Zanu PF as
Shona wakudhomoka. Its not
fair to label a whole tribe for
the mistakes of the few. Who
knows who the killer is within
Zanu? What if its a Ndebele
person who makes a call for
something to happen, How
will you know that it was Shona? Crime and cruelty knows
no tribe.
Anyone of any tribe can kill.
Are you telling me that you
have never heard of a Ndebele that killed someone. This
thinking is shallow.Shonas
are equally killed, and impoverished by the Zanu system.
Ndebeles that are in Zanu

have equal access to looting. I
am a Shona who lost a family
member to Zanu violence in
2008, and I am suffering the
economic mess as a result
of Zanu leadership. Meanwhile Obert Mpofu, allegedly
Ndebele owns the whole of
Victoria Falls and probably
half of Bulawayo because he’s
a Zanu member. So what are
you talking about??
Data Nerd
*I will pose some questions
just to prompt debate & have
more clarity*:
1. Was Open-For-Business
matra directed to China or to

the whole wide world?
2. If the whole world had
taken up offers for FDI will
we not be looking both East
& West?
3. Is looking East not just a
forced option since the West
closed its doors on us? Can
we say Zimbabwe is facing
East 100% or wholeheartedly?
4. If Commonwealth readmission was accepted when the
application was made in 2018
by Zim Gvt, will we not be
looking more to the West?
5. If US had lifted sanctions,
will we not be looking more
to the West than East?
6. Does Zimbabwe Gvt really

Courts all over the world tend
to lean to politics. Presidents
appoint judges based on their
perceived inclination. We try
our best to be descrete about
it. Countries like the US and
others are not. One already
knows whether a judge is
conservative or liberal before they’re appointed. In
such countries, decisions of
courts in difficult matters are
almost always a given (the
same way an abortion rights
decision in America is likely to be overturned because
the majority of the court is
conservative. Mugabe and
Mnangagwa have been and
are President. So the Courts
reflect their own desires from
the judiciary. If we get another President, for example
Nelson Chamisa, the Courts
will reflect his desires. Our
legal systems make it difficult
to impair the executive from
shaping the judiciary by its
own view. Do not mislead the
readers Cde.
Ndaba Ndlovu
My story can’t be told by a
third party- we left school
and crossed crocodiles infested rivers.
Ser Tonde
This is why I subscribe to the
Financial Times: The Comments most of the times are
more golden than the articles
written
Papa Kash
Just a reminder the public
is indifferent. As I type im
coming from a funeral. We
are busy mourning our loved
ones. Twitter is not the public.
Here in Waterfalls, Glennorah, Highfield, was in Mbare
just now. Life is moving on
people are talking more about
the macheso Chewa song
than Mobi’s death. Once you
bring Chamisa in you divide
our call for justice.
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Its Over 100 Days Since The Russian Invasion Of Ukraine. Here’s The Lowdown
omy, but Russia probably
has the power to prevent
its economy. In this sense,
the US is attacking Russia
from all sides, but Russia
continues to standing and its
economy shows no sign of
distress.
Furthermore,the Western
long-range artillery donated
to Ukraine would not drive
Russian troops back permanently, but it is likely to
suppress any sense of peace
in Ukraine. Everyone should
avoid a global schism.

By Terrence Mwedzi
More than 100 days have
passed since Russia invaded
Ukraine, and the conflict
between the two countries
seems far from over. Civilians are undoubtedly
the biggest victims of this
modern war, which is very
worrying
It seems that the pantagonists have abandoned the
meaningful passage of talks
to end this ongoing war, but
the situation on the surface
raises the solid question of
how the modern world can
prevent such a strange conflict from recurring.
As we speak, more than six
million innocent civilians
have fled the country to
neighboring countries like
Poland... since the start of
the Russia/Ukraine war,
dozens and dozens of people
have been killed, cities and
towns have been destroyed.
Frankly speaking, there is no
hope in sight now that this
conflict will end soon. People’s lives have been affected
and life will never be the
same.
Surely this war could have
been avoided. Hopefully the
call for a peaceful resolution
will get louder and louder because this conflict is
affecting so many things not
just in Ukraine but around
the world.The genuine talks
are needed soon and not later. Humans deserve to live in
peace. The world must be at
peace and peace must reign.
Martin Luther King Jr. once
said: “sooner or later, all the

Are They In This
War, Until Death
Does Them Apart?
people of the world will have
to discover a way of living
together that is peace, and
thus transform this pending
cosmicelegiy into a creative
psalm of brotherhood. If
this is achieved, man must
involve for all human conflict a method that rejects
revenge, aggression and
retaliation. The foundation
of such a method is love”.
this strong statement clearly
teaches us the importance
of love, unity and peace in
times of conflict. We can
solve our outstanding problems without fighting. Yes, it
is very possible.
As I write this article, more
than 90% of Donbas is now
under Russian occupation
and this simply means that
the war continues. It is not
false that in recent weeks
the Russian forces have been
suffering tactical defeats
here and there, but they are
still advancing. and many
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cities in eastern Ukraine
have been reduced to rubble.
The war has surely entered a
new phase and the Russian
forces are now adapting to
the war environment and
the street-by-street battle for
Sievierodonetsk has become
the latest focus of the conflict in recent days.
The cities of Sloviansk and
Kramatorsk were reported
to have been captured by
Russian forces. It is no secret
that the new tactics and objectives are giving them an
advantage in penetrating the
new territory of Ukraine.
The latest and most dangerous weapons supplied
to Ukraine by the West are
likely to cost Ukraine in the
long run. Eventually, Russia
will put Ukraine in a difficult position. This will also
cause Russia to increase its
offensive tactics on Ukrain-

ian soil. About billions
are reported to have been
donated to Ukraine in the
form of weapons or financial aid mainly for military
purposes. Washington and
its European allies have been
supplying Kyiv with weapons such as Javelin missiles,
medium-range missiles,
drones, howitzer heavy artillery, anti-aircraft stinger...
etc.
My million dollar question
is why the United States
and its Western allies are
fanning the flames of the
Ukraine-Russia conflict.
What a circus! What a trick!
It is common knowledge
that the US does not want
this war to end anytime
soon until its objectives are
achieved.
I have noticed that one of
the goals of the US is to
weaken the Russian econ-

Honestly,the US must make
a diplomatic effort before
flooding Ukraine with
weapons. -and it seems
that it is strengthening its
hegemony in Europe. By
contract, this crisis can be
resolved through diplomacy,
that’s what I think. At this
stage, win-win cooperation
is needed in Europe. I repeat
this, the US and NATO must
stop fueling the conflict in
Ukraine. “Kyiv is the mother
of Russian cities,” Putin said
in a speech in March 2014,
arguing that Russia and
Ukraine were historically
inseparable. “Ancient Russia
is our common source and
we cannot live without each
other.”
So if we take a deep look
at this issue, there have
been outstanding issues for
centuries that needed to be
resolved.
The conflict between
Ukraine and Russia is bigger
than we thought. So it is
time for European leaders
to promote ceasefire and
peaceful talks. Let’s not fight
because this war is causing
many problems worldwide.
Terrence Mwedzi is an
award- winning poet, writer,columnist, and soccer
expert. He writes to Digital
Sunday Express in his own
capacity. and can be contacted at: +27611370088 Email:
moontafadzwa@gmail.com
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mond, pharmaceuticals, and
luxury goods markets.
Transactivgrid – A business-led community project
based in Brooklyn allowing
members to locally produce
and cell energy, with the goal
of reducing costs involved in
energy distribution.
STORJ.io – Distributed and
encrypted cloud storage,
which allows users to share
unused hard drive space.

Kodak recently sent its stock
soaring after announcing
that it is developing a blockchain system for tracking
intellectual property rights
and payments to photographers

35 Real Amazing Examples
Of Blockchain Changing The
World With Alex Mdlongwa

By Alex Mdlongwa
Thank you so much to all
the readers for all the positive
reviews about this column on
the Sunday Express, and the
news networks.
It’s quickly becoming apparent that blockchain technology is about far more than
just Bitcoin. Across finance,
healthcare, media, government and other sectors,
innovative uses are appearing
every day.
Here is a list of 35 which I
have come across in recent
weeks. While some may fail
to live up to their promises,
others could go on to become
household names if blockchain proves itself to be as
revolutionary as many are
predicting.
Cybersecurity
Guardtime – This company
is creating “keyless” signature
systems using blockchain
which is currently used to secure the health records of one
million Estonian citizens.
REMME is a decentralised
authentication system that
aims to replace logins and
passwords with SSL certificates stored on a blockchain.
Healthcare
Gem – This startup is work-

ing with the Centre for
Disease Control to put disease outbreak data onto a
blockchain which it says will
increase the effectiveness of
disaster relief and response.
SimplyVital Health – Has
two health-related blockchain
products in development,
ConnectingCare which tracks
the progress of patients after
they leave the hospital, and
Health Nexus, which aims to
provide decentralized blockchain patient records.
MedRec – An MIT project involving blockchain electronic
medical records designed to
manage authentication, confidentiality and data sharing.
Financial Services
ABRA – A cryptocurrency
wallet which uses the Bitcoin
blockchain to hold and track
balances stored in different
currencies.
Bank Hapoalim – A collaboration between the Israeli
bank and Microsoft to create

The
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a blockchain system for managing bank guarantees.

cial instruments in a decentralized ecosystem.

Barclays – Barclays has
launched a number of blockchain initiatives involving
tracking financial transactions, compliance and combating fraud. It states that
“Our belief …is that blockchain is a fundamental part of
the new operating system for
the planet.”

Manufacturing & industrial
Provenance – This project
aims to provide a blockchain-based provenance
record of transparency within
supply chains.
Jiocoin – India’s biggest conglomerate, Reliance Industries, has said that it is developing a blockchain-based
supply chain logistics platform along with its own
cryptocurrency, Jiocoin.

Maersk – The shipping and
transport consortium has unveiled plans for a blockchain
solution for streamlining
marine insurance.
Aeternity – Allows the creation of smart contracts which
become active when network
consensus agrees that conditions have been met – allowing for automated payments
to be made when parties
agree that conditions have
been met, for example.
Augur – Allows the creation
of blockchain-based predictions markets for the trading
of derivatives and other finan-

Hijro – Previously known
as Fluent, aims to create a
blockchain framework for
collaborating on prototyping
and proof-of-concept.
SKUChain – Another blockchain system for allowing
tracking and tracing of goods
as they pass through a supply
chain.
Blockverify – A blockchain
platform that focuses on anti-counterfeit measures, with
initial use cases in the dia-

Government
Dubai – Dubai has set sights
on becoming the world’s first
blockchain-powered state.
In 2016 representatives of
30 government departments
formed a committee dedicated to investigating opportunities across health records,
shipping, business registration and preventing the
spread of conflict diamonds.
Media
Kodak – Kodak recently
sent its stock soaring after
announcing that it is developing a blockchain system for
tracking intellectual property
rights and payments to photographers.
Ujomusic – Founded by
singer-songwriter Imogen
Heap to record and track royalties for musicians, as well
as allowing them to create a
record of ownership of their
work.
It is exciting to see all these
developments. I am sure not
all of these will make it into
successful long-term ventures
but if they indicate one thing,
then it is the vast potential
the blockchain technology is
offering.
Read The full Article on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Alex Mdlongwa is a Web3
developer. He writes for the
Sunday Express in his personal capacity. The Sunday
Express does not offer investment advise. Always consult
your investment adviser.
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n South African President Offers To Step Aside If Charged
n Chaos In Parliament As Budget Debate Is Disrupted
n Mysterious Robbery Fuels Allegations Of Cover-Up At Farm
n Ugandan Long-Horned Cattle Fetch Millions At Auctions
n Namibia Govt Weighs In Over Theft At Phala Phala Game
While Ramaphosa has insisted his hands are clean and the
stolen money was the proceeds of the sale of cattle that
he intended to bank, Fraser
alleges in his affidavit that
Ramaphosa, with the help
of the police, kidnapped the
thieves, recovered the money and bribed the thieves to
conceal the theft.

By Bloomberg And
BusinessLive
South Africa’s President Cyril
Ramaphosa, who has been
fending off allegations that he
covered up a robbery at his
game farm in the northern
Limpopo province, plans to
hold a cattle auction at the
property next week.
Ramaphosa is one of the
country’s biggest farmers of
Ankole cattle, a rare, longhorn, Ugandan breed, and a
number of the prized livestock will be up for sale, according to an auction website.
A lawyer and one of the richest black South Africans, the
69-year-old president starting
farming the animals after a
meeting with his Ugandan
counterpart Yoweri Museveni.
One of the lots Ramaphosa
will be offering for sale at next
week’s auction consist of five
frozen embryos from a cow
named Rogo and a bull called
Diambo, whose “progeny
are some of the most sought
after Ankole in South Africa,”
according to the sale catalog.
At an auction in 2017, three
months before Ramaphosa
became leader of the ANC,
some of his Ankole cattle sold
for as much as 520,000 rand
each.
Former spy boss Arthur
Fraser laid criminal charges
against Ramaphosa last week,
accusing him of concealing the theft of more than
$4 million from the Phala
Phala farm in February 2020.
Ramaphosa has confirmed
that money he earned from

“[I do] not know what favour
I would have done anybody,”
Geingob said at a press conferencethis week, the SABC
reported.
He said he was in frequent
communication with presidents on the continent. “Ever
since I took office, I’m in
touch with about 14 presidents. We don’t go through
secretaries, we just call each
other.

the sale of animals was taken
while he was attending an
African Union summit in
Ethiopia, but far less than
Fraser alleged, and denied
doing anything wrong.

“This thing happened in SA,
there will be a court case
maybe. Let’s see what they are
[going to say] I have done. It’s
a criminal case. Somebody
came here illegally, they were
arrested.

Political tensions are mounting ahead of the ruling
African National Congress’s
December conference in December. Ramaphosa appears
likely to retain his position as
head of the party as his allies
continue to win control of key
party structures.
Under the ANC’s rules, whoever is elected party leader
will also be its presidential
candidate.
Ramaphosa also came under fire in the lead-up to the
ANC’s previous national conference in December 2017,
when his detractors disclosed
that he had had an extramarital affair. Ramaphosa admitted to the transgression and
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“He was charged, he paid and
went back to SA. So, I don’t
know what favour I would
have done anyone ... let them
bring it up in court.”
Ramaphosa this week said
“dirty politics” was behind allegations that he was involved
in crime.
narrowly won control of the
party. He became president
two months later when the
ANC forced Jacob Zuma to
quit to stem a loss of electoral
support.

Opinion polls show the president is far more popular than
the ANC, which has ruled
the country since the end of
apartheid in 1994.

He said the controversy was
political. “This whole matter
will also be fully investigated
and all the issues that are gaps
and loose ends will also be
addressed,” he said.
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US Warns Zimbabwe Over Ties With Russia
By The Zimbabwe
Independent
AS Africa reels from the
catastrophic effects of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine marked
by acute food and commodity shortages, the United
States (US) has issued a stark
warning of the prolonged
consequences that will hit the
continent (Zimbabwe included) if hostilities escalate.
Ratcheting pressure on Zimbabwe and Africa as a continent to render solidarity with
Kiev’s cause is part of the US
strategy to isolate the Kremlin, amid a sharp global rise
in the prices of commodities
ever since Russian President
Vladimir Putin launched a
military offensive against
Ukraine in February this year.

To date, the US has shelled
out over US$54 billion to
Ukraine towards “security,
humanitarian and economic
assistance” while it has unleashed an array of sanctions
against Russian oligarchs,
seizing their vessels.
In the case of Africa, Washington has proposed the
Countering Malign Russian
Activities in Africa Act to
weaken Russia, as the continent emerges to be a key battleground in the US strategy.
Relating to Zimbabwe, sanctioned by the superpower in
2001, recent media reports
attributed to Russian news
agency Tass, suggest the US
requested Zimbabwe to sever
ties with Russia due to Mos-

cow’s aggression against Kiev.
However, the reports, citing
enduring historical ties between Zimbabwe and Russia,
highlight that Harare rebuffed
the US.
A US State Department official told the Independent this
week that advances by Washington to Harare are being
extended to all countries in
Africa to rally behind Kiev’s
sovereignty rights as stipulated by international dictates.
“We are also asking countries to stand for the people
of Ukraine. Putin’s war of
aggression and blockade of
Ukraine’s ports have already
worsened global shortages of
food, fuel, and other key commodities that disproportion-

ately affect African countries
and their populations.
“For this suffering to stop,
Putin must end this war.
Russia is violating the foundational principles of the
United Nations which undergird a rules-based order,” the
spokesperson told this publication.
“We are not asking countries
to choose sides but to stand
for principles - to support
the fundamental principles
of international law enshrined in the UN Charter
and the Constitutive Act of
the African Union regarding
sovereignty, territorial integrity, and peaceful resolution of
disputes,” the US State Department added in an emailed
response to the Independent.

In April, over 20 African
countries abstained from voting or opposed the suspension of Russia’s membership
in the United Nations Human
Rights Council; 93 members
voted in favour of Russia’s
suspension. This voting trend,
according to the United States
Institute of Peace signalled
that “Russia may be able to
continue its relationship with
different governments in
Africa based on economic,
political and security cooperation.”
Speaker of the Federation
Council of the Federal Assembly of Russia Valentina
Ivanovna Matvienko was in
Zimbabwe recently where
she met President Emmerson
Mnangagwa.

UK Recruitment Of Nurses Threatens Zim Health Sector
By Africanews with AFP
They are exhausted and
demoralized, after years of
hard work for meager wages
in impoverished hospitals: in
Zimbabwe, Virginia, Josephine and many other nurses
dream only of exile from a
dying health system.
With her blue nursing
uniform still on her back,
Virginia Mutsamwira collects the day’s takings in the
grocery store she runs in
her house near the capital,
Harare, before going to feed
chickens and rabbits: given
her salary, she has no choice
but to multiply her odd jobs.
However, at 52, Virginia has
just returned from a grueling
12-hour shift at a clinic in
Cold Comfort, a poor neigh-

borhood near Harare. There,
she says, she treats four times
more patients than the ideal
number.
There are not enough nurses,”
she says, dropping onto her
brown couch. It’s exhausting.
And frustrating, because we
can’t provide quality care.”
Soon, she will follow the
example of the nearly 1,800
nurses - more than 10 percent
of the country’s public hospital workforce - who emigrated in 2021, mostly to Britain.
She has to feed her family of
eight and “ensure [her] retirement,” she tells AFP.

salaries are ten times higher
than the 190 euros per month
paid on average in Zimbabwe.
Since the Brexit, immigration
rules there have been relaxed
to attract nurses and care
assistants.

nurses leave,” she says. The
chronic under-equipment is
a further morale killer. “Imagine working in a hospital
where there are no dressings,
no water or basic medicines
like painkillers,” she says.

The Zimbabwean health
system is in its death throes.
So is the country’s economy,
which has been plagued by a
serious crisis for the past ten
years. Food, electricity, fuel,
everything is in short supply.
Those who remain work long
hours to fill the gaps in their
schedules.

If she can find the money for
a visa, she will leave, “like the
others”. This exodus is leading
to new requests for passports.
In the capital, before dawn,
queues form in front of the
administrative buildings that
issue them.

Josephine Marare has been
working for twenty years
at the Sally Mugabe public
hospital, one of the largest in
Virginia has already passed
the English test required to
the country. “We are always
obtain a visa in the UK, where overworked because many
Under-equipped

Some of the most qualified
nurses accept menial jobs, as
long as they are abroad,” says
Simbarashe Tafirenyika, president of a nurses’ union. “A
nurse’s aide in the U.K. earns
much more than a nurse
here,” he says.

The main reason for the exodus is “low wages,” he says.
People have to pay school
fees, put food on the table. If
someone has an opportunity,
they leave.”
When asked by reporters, the
government’s Health Service
Board, which grades and
appoints health staff in the
public sector, acknowledges
that the departure of so many
nurses is hurting the quality
of care. “Losing experienced
staff is always a challenge,”
notes Livingstone Mashange,
its spokesperson.
Their website opens with a
photo of nurses and a bold
message, “We’re hiring.” Recruitment and training have
begun. Retired nurses have
returned to work.
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The circumstances around
her disappearance, to the
news she was found dead left
us with lots of unanswered
questions
By Benjamin
Hamadzehwahwa
I am saddened by the news
that we lost a Zimbabwean Moreblessing Ali. I have
never celebrated the death of
anyone and I will never do so
because it’s against our ethics
as black Africans.

Subscriber Edition

I have heard she was an opposition activist whom most of
the people came only to know
after her disappearance. I am
against the statements being
said she was killed by ZanuPF yet if we look into the
matter without taking sides
will find there is a possibility
of criminality that have noth-
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RIP Moreblessing.
But The Comments On
Social Media Hurt
have to judge before facts.

I have found it so mischievous to say Zanu-PF killed
Moreblessing before we have
the rights facts.

My main concern about the
death of Moreblessing death
is statements being shared
regarding our sister’s death on
social media.
The circumstances around
her disappearance until the
news she was found dead left
us with lots of unanswered
questions.

Current Affairs

It might be true that she was
murdered by someone who
support Zanu-PF, but that
doesn’t mean Zanu-PF killed
Moreblessing.
ing to do with Zanu-PF. It’s
now a risk to Zimbabweans
because sanctions and beggars can sacrifice anyone for
political mileage and sanction
justification and then say it’s
Zanu-PF.
I need to know what threat
Moreblessing poses to the
ruling Zanu pf so that they
can plan to kill her. I think we
should ask ourselves such intelligent questions before we

How many people have killed
innocent people who don’t
subscribe to Zanu-PF but I
have never heard anyone saying the political parties they
belong to are to blame.
I think as Zimbabweans we
should force the ZRP to do
their investigations and bring
the murderer to book not
just judging without facts for
political mileage whilst we
give the world room to justify
illegal sanctions imposed on

Zimbabwe. We must stop
using anything bad we experience as a country as a
political score.
What are we going to say
when police manage to investigate and bring to book
the murderer of Moreblessing
and be exposed it was criminality.
Are we going to make the
same noise that it wasn’t the
government who killed Moreblessing?
I don’t need to be misquoted but honestly speaking
Zimbabweans are fed a lot of
lies, and we are behind the
destruction of our nation by
talking bad about our country
every day.
That is why we are no longer
respected anywhere in the
world. We are no different

from chickens at a grinding
stone.
I pray those who killed
Moreblessing will be brought
to book and if it’s the government also it must be exposed
with evidence not just stand
up and say she was abducted
by the government with no
evidence.
I don’t see any reason for our
government to abduct someone like Moreblessing who
was not even in the spotlight
for opposing Zanu-PF.
I am one of the people praying for Moreblessing murderers to be brought to book and
our police detectives must do
their job before we judge or
send wrong information to
the world.
For saying this one fool
will say I was sent by ZanuPF. No, these are my own
thoughts.
#RIP Moreblessing Ali. Let’s
your spirit help us to know
who killed you.
Benjamin Hamadzehwahwa
is President of Sunrise, Zuva
Rabuda, Ilanga Seliphumile
Party. Reach him at (27) 78
956 2721.
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Majority of our audience are
art collectors, curators, art
institutions, journalists, art
historians, art lovers,
art students and artists
By Tinashe Mushakavanhu
In the past 20 years, a new
generation of Zimbabwean
artists has attained international acclaim, or emerged as
stars with work showing at
top galleries and museums,
collected by prominent people such as Jay Z.
One of these stars, Cape
Town-based Richard Mudariki, is now using his growing
fame and network to create
a contemporary art fair to
spotlight emerging artists in
Zimbabwe.
With it Harare has joined
other major African cities
like Cape Town, Dakar, Lagos, Marrakech and Kampala in bolstering its contemporary art scene.

Zimbabwean Artist
Changes The Gameplan
With Contemporary Art Fair

Mudariki co-founded artHARARE Contemporary Art Fair
with art historian Aya Koudounaris. The first editions
in 2020 and 2021 took place
online in a time of COVID
isolation. Now it’s expanding
its scope by fundraising to
take place in physical form in
Harare sometime in Novemfrom South Africa, Gerber 2022.
many, the UK, the US and
of course Zimbabwe. Most
While fairs are marketplacvisitors (87%) came to our
es where various galleries
site directly, not from a link
display art for sale in order to from another site, while 47%
attract collectors, artHARAcame through Google and
RE is also driven by a sense
16% through our social media
of community building. It is
platforms.
addressing a lack of infrastructure that continues to
The majority of our audience
force young talent to look
are art collectors, curators,
elsewhere for support. I spoke art institutions, journalists,
with Mudariki about the
art historians, art lovers, art
project.
students and artists.

celebrate all leading contemporary Zimbabwean visual
arts and cultural producers in
an open, easy-to-view platform. Our mission is to attract the attention of leading
international art collectors,
art museums, art foundations,
auction houses and corporate
collections to acquire and add
contemporary Zimbabwean
visual art to their collections.

Who attends or views
artHARARE, from where?

What kind of model is
artHARARE built on?

Over the past 18 months,
artHARARE has received
tremendous support from the
artistic community in Zimbabwe and its diaspora.

Because of the power of the
internet, our growing audiences for the two editions
of artHARARE were international. According to the
website analytics and reports,
we have a huge following

The model that artHARARE
has adopted is unique in that
it is an artist-run contemporary art fair. Artists are our
key partners in this venture.
Our value proposition is to
bring under one umbrella and

The platform aims to deliver
economic value to both the
artist and the collector or art
institution by being the go-to
platform to showcase and
discover art, explore Zimbabwe’s rich artistic heritage and

establish competitive primary
and secondary market prices.
We are heavily investing in
building a robust network of
artists, curators, collectors,
galleries, art dealers, art historians, and art lovers, a form of
social capital, or call it cultural capital.
As an entrepreneurial venture, we have a time horizon
of five years to develop the
brand artHARARE, realise
our vision and place it on the
international art calendar.
In our launch year, we saw
significant contributions
of skill, energy and time by
many art professionals in
Zimbabwe and in its diaspora, and a dedicated team
that worked to launch the
online fair in just under four

months. A lot of value was
created, with many artworks
by emerging Zimbabwean
visual artists being acquired
in local and international
private collections.
In addition, a number of
emerging artists who were
showcased in the fair were
picked up by international galleries in London and
Milan.
Year two saw an increased
interest in the activities of
the fair both from the artists (more than 30) and art
collectors representing all
continents.
This Inter4view Was Published By The Conversation.
Read The Full Interview On
www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
com
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n This Is Pretty Serious: Justin Bieber Cancels Shows
n Half Of His Face Gets Paralysed By Ramsay Hunt Syndrome
n Social Media Reacts With Shock AfterDiagnosis Is Revealed
Click2Houston
And BBC
‘This is pretty serious’: Singer
Justin Bieber diagnosed with
Ramsay Hunt syndrome, says
half his face is paralyzed
Canadian singer, Justin
Bieber, took to social media
to inform fans of a recent
diagnosis that is impacting
his health.
The 28-year-old announced
he was recently diagnosed
with Ramsay Hunt syndrome.
According to UT Health’s
McGovern Medical School,
Ramsay Hunt syndrome
(RHS) is “a rare yet severe
condition that causes facial
weakness or paralysis and a
rash on the outer ear.”
UT’s website states that the
same virus that causes RHS
causes chickenpox and shingles, the varicella-zoster virus.
Doctors say the virus can
spread and affect the facial
nerve, which controls the
movement of each side of
the face. It can also cause the
ear to break out in a serious,
painful rash.
“Obviously, as you can probably see from my face, I have
this syndrome called Ramsay
Hunt syndrome,” Bieber told
his fans. “And it is from this
virus that attacks the nerve in
my ear and my facial nerves
and has caused my face to
have paralysis.”
During the video, Bieber
shared that the condition has
paralyzed one side of his face,
which prohibits him from
blinking one eye and smiling
on that side.
Due to the condition, Bieber

Social Media Reacts To Justin
Bieber Facial Paralysis
attacks the nerve in my ear
and my facial nerves and
has caused my face to have
paralysis,” the Canada-born
singer said in the three-minute video, indicating the right
side of his face.

the case, but, obviously, my
body’s telling me I’ve got to
slow down,” he said. “I hope
you guys understand. I’ll be
using this time to just rest and
relax and get back to a hundred percent so that I can do
what I was born to do.”

Ramsay Hunt syndrome is
when a shingles outbreak
affects the facial nerve near
someone’s ears, say medical
experts.

He asked for his fans to
be patient, and said of his
forthcoming shows that he
is “physically, obviously, not
capable of doing them”.

Bieber added that he has been
doing facial exercises to “get
back to normal”, but that he
does not know how long it
will take to recover.

Earlier this week, Bieber’s
Justice World Tour - which
began in February - announced three shows would
be postponed.
“It is from this virus that

He also smiled and blinked,
showing his 240 million followers how the right side of
his face did not move.
“This is pretty serious, as you
can see. I wish this wasn’t

He had been due to play in
Washington DC and Toronto
earlier this week, with concerts also planned in New
York and Los Angeles in the
coming weeks.

has had to cancel several of
his recent shows.

dition is due to a diagnosis of
Ramsay Hunt syndrome.

There are several treatment
options, according to UTHealth, including antiviral
therapies and corticosteroids.

“As you can see this eye is not
blinking. I can’t smile on this
side of my face... So there’s
full paralysis on this side of
my face,” he said.

The syndrome is said to be
a very painful condition to
bear. Bieber said he will be
using his downtime to rest,
and tells fans that he’s going
to get better.
“I have hope. I trust God,
and I trust that this is all for a
reason,” Bieber added.
The 28-year-old said in an
Instagram video that the con-
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Toes-For-Cash
Hoax Reflects
Zimbabwe
Fears Of
Soaring Prices
Since the start of Russia’s war
in Ukraine, Zimbabwe’s inflation rate has shot up from
66% to more than 130%
By Farai Mutsaka
Harare, Zimbabwe: Battling
rampant inflation, Zimbabweans are counting their
toes as they struggle to buy
food for their families.
An internet rumor blazed
through the country that
desperate people were selling
their toes for cash. The false
report became so widespread
that the country’s Deputy
Minister of Information
Kindness Paradza visited
street vendors in central
Harare earlier this month to
debunk it.
One-by-one the traders took
off their shoes to show that
they had all 10 toes, as Zimbabwe’s state media recorded
the digital investigation.
Paradza declared the toes-formoney story a hoax, as did local and foreign fact-checkers.
Police later arrested a street
vendor who now faces a fine
or 6 months in jail on charges
of criminal nuisance for allegedly starting the story.
It’s starkly true, however, that
Zimbabweans are finding it
increasingly difficult to make
ends meet. Since the start of
Russia’s war in Ukraine, Zimbabwe’s inflation rate has shot
up from 66% to more than
130%, according to official
statistics. The war is blamed
for rising fuel and food prices.
The war in Ukraine has
exacerbated inflation rising

A Whole Country,
On Its Toes
around the world. Consumer
prices in the 19 European
Union countries that use the
euro currency surged 8.1% in
May, a record rate as energy
and food costs climb.
In the US and the United
Kingdom, annual inflation hit
or was close to 40-year highs
of 8.3% and 9%, respectively,
in April. Turkey approached
Zimbabwe’s eye-watering
prices, with inflation reaching
73.5% in May, the highest in
24 years.
In Zimbabwe, the impact
of the Ukraine war is heaping problems on the already
fragile economy. The war
“coupled with our historical

domestic imbalances, has
created challenges in terms
of economic instability seen
through the currency volatility and spilling over into
price volatility,” Finance
Minister Mthuli Ncube told
Parliament in May. Teachers
“can no longer afford bread
and other basics, this is too
much,” tweeted the Progressive Teachers Union of
Zimbabwe in early June. The
three largest teachers’ unions
are demanding the government pay their salaries in
U.S. dollars because their pay
in local currency is “eroded
overnight.”
“Because of high inflation, the
local currency is collapsing,”

economic analyst Prosper
Chitambara told The Associated Press. “Individuals and
companies no longer trust the
local currency and that has
put pressure on the demand
for U.S. dollars. The Ukraine
war is simply exacerbating an
already difficult situation.”
Many fear Zimbabwe could
return to the hyperinflation of
2008 which reached 500 billion%, according to the International Monetary Fund. At
that time, plastic bags full of
100 trillion Zimbabwe dollar
banknotes were not enough
to buy basic groceries.
The economic catastrophe
forced then-President, Robert
Mugabe, to form a “unity gov-

ernment” with the opposition
and adopt a multi-currency
system in 2009 in which US
dollars and the South African
rand were accepted as legal
tender.
The US dollar continues to
dominate with prices in local
currency often benchmarked
to the rates for the American
currency on the flourishing
illegal market, where most
individuals and companies
get their foreign currency.
Across the country, currency
traders line the streets and
crowd entrances to shopping
centers waving wads of both
the local currency and US
dollars. - AFP
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IOL Business Report
ANGLO Platinum (Angloplat), Impala Platinum
(Implats) and Sibanye-Stillwater have struck an agreement for guaranteed power
supplies in Zimbabwe in
return for hard currency
to settle foreign currency
obligations accrued by the
country’s state power utility.
Power outages and foreign
currency woes are among
the major headwinds for
platinum and other miners
in Zimbabwe.
Electricity shortages have
been disruptive to productivity for the three platinum
miners and they have had to
scramble for a solution to
get guaranteed and uninterrupted power supply.
“We have had to push for
this deal for a sustainable
solution to power outages
that have been affecting
production, with the risk
that production was going to
be affected,” said one executive with a platinum mining
company.



Zim Electricity
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SA Mining Companies Unveil
Innovative Agreement To
Bail Out Zim Power Utility
He added: “We have previously had to pay for all our
electricity consumption in
foreign currency and that
helped a lot, but we believe
the new arrangement gives
the operators some legroom
with the limited foreign
currency available.” Angloplat owns the Unki mine
while Implats owns Zimplats. Implats also jointly
owns Mimosa together with
Sibanye-Stillwater.
Angloplat has recently unveiled a hydrogen-powered
truck at one of its mines
in South Africa as miners
seek alternative and cleaner energy sources for their

operations
The Chamber of Mines
of Zimbabwe chief executive, Isaac Kwesu, told
state media yesterday that
the Zimbabwean platinum
producers had secured “special arrangements with the
Zimbabwe Electricity Supply
Authority wherein they prepay Zesa offshore creditors
in lieu of guaranteed and
uninterrupted power supply” to the mines.
Zimbabwe, with a power
deficit of about 1 600MW,
procures additional supply
from Eskom and Mozambique’s Hydro Cahora Bassa.

The state power utility,
however, often fails to settle
obligations to the regional
power suppliers.
The three South African
platinum group metals
companies with operations
in Zimbabwe continue to
“adequately fund” foreign
currency requirements of
their local units.
This comes as global commodity prices are inching up
amid a rosy outlook owing
to supply constraints and
complexities from Russia,
another top producer, and
which is currently under
international sanctions for
its invasion of Ukraine.

The Zimbabwe platinum
miners would do well to
ramp up production and
capitalise on the excess supply and demand opportunities on global markets.
However, electricity supply
has been one of their major constraints although
they have been able to raise
output.
Data from the chamber of
mines of Zimbabwe shows
that platinum production
for the first quarter of the
current year was 13 percent
stronger compared to the
previous year. Palladium
production for the same
period was also higher.
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Kaitano Tembo Takes The Reigns At Sekhukhune

IOL Sports

Durban — Sekhukhune
United Football Club have
announced the appointment
of Kaitano Tembo as the club’s
new head coach.
The former Supersport United boss will come into the position vacated by McDonald
Makhubedu, who has been
reinstated as the club’s senior
coach.
ekhukhune United Football
Club is delighted to announce
the appointment of Mr. Kaitano Tembo to the Technical
Team of Sekhukhune United
FC,” the club statement read.
“The former Supersport United FC Head Coach will be
working as a Head Coach for
Babina Noko.

“Mr Tembo takes over the
Head Coach position of
the team following the appointment of Mr. McDonald
Makhubedu as the Senior
Coach.”

The 51 year old Tembo was
released by Supersport at the
tail end of last season after a
string of indifferent results
that forced the club to relieve
of his duties in order to begin
preparations for the upcoming season.
Babina Noko have roped in
Tembo in an attempt to build
a sustainable model of success
at top flight level. The Zimbabwean international will
work alongside Makhubedu
and Thabo Senong to try and
identify the kind of players
required to form the new
guard at Sekhukhune.

The Johannesburg based club
began last season like a house
on fire, winning seven of
their opening 12 games and
recorded just two losses and
three draws, a run that stuck
them in the middle of top 8
contention.

However a second round capitulation saw them win just
one game in 2022, contributing to a spiral down the log
and eventually finishing 11th,
a position Tembo felt could
be built upon.
“I think next season we have
to do better, the club has done
well coming into the league
from the GladAfrica Championship and finishing 11th.
Therefore the next step has
to be looking to break into
the top eight and from what
I’ve seen in terms of attitude
and work ethic from the staff,

I think we have enough to
fight for a position in the top
eight,” he said.
In a statement, the Gauteng-based club said: “Sekhukhune United FC is
delighted to announce the
appointment of Mr Kaitano
Tembo to the technical team
of Sekhukhune United.

Speaking after his appointment, Tembo said: “It’s my
desire that Sekhukhune United must be up there fighting
for silverware to make their
supporters happy.
“I’m looking forward to have
a long lasting working relationship with the management, players and members of
the technical team.
“I cannot wait to start preparations for the next season.”

The club chairman Simon
Malatji spoke about Tembo,
saying: “I’d like to take this
opportunity to welcome
Mr Tembo to Babina Noko
family.
“We’re very much excited to
have Mr Tembo in our team,
and we believe he will assist
us in achieving the goals that
we have set for ourselves as
Sekhukhune United FC.
“We wish him well in this
journey.”
Kaitano will link-up with
fellow countryman Willard
Katsande who joined the club
last year.
Meanwhile, other Zimbabweans – Tapuwa Kapini,
Evans Rusike and Charlton
Mashumba – that were at Sekhukhune last campaign were
released a few days ago.
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Zimbabwe Television Network Plans
To Make Money From Dramas, Soapies
The Sunday Mail
To diversify or not to diversify is one of the most challenging decisions for any company as there is a thin line
between risk and return.

lot of interest in television, radio and digital. We have done
radio and digital, and the final
leg for us was television,” said
Mr Deketeke at ZTN’s launch
last month.

History has many success
stories and failures, too.
But such risks and high stakes
have not deterred Zimpapers
from diversifying its revenue
streams by establishing a television channel – Zimpapers
Television Network (ZTN)
– that has already made an
impression in the market.
The latest offering makes
the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange-listed company a
fully-fledged integrated media
house.

ZTN is positive it will write
its own success story and
increase shareholder value.
“We believe that our content
is good enough,” ZTN Prime
general manager Ms Nomsa
Nkala said in an interview
with The Sunday Mail Business.
The station, which is now
showing on DStv channel
294, plans to make most of
its money from dramas, just
as they do in South Africa,
where soaps bring the bulk of
revenue.

Zimpapers chief executive
officer Mr Pikirayi Deketeke
said diversifying into television was motivated by “the
movement of audiences from
purely print formats to new
formats”.
“We realised that there was a

The world over, soaps or
dramas endear themselves to
viewers, which makes them
the target for advertisements
and sponsorship.
“People associate a lot with
dramas and their (SA television stations) revenue is pure-

ly from dramas; 99 percent
is sponsorship as opposed to
airtime sales.
“So we are adopting that
model and from what we have
seen, the indication so far is
that will move us forward.”
She said the response since
the station was launched
has been “very encouraging,
although we still have a long
way to go”.
“In terms of our projections,
now that we have launched,
we are looking at making a
profit at least by year three;
the second year we expect to
start to break even.”
ZTN’s revenue model is
advertising “but leaning more
on sponsorship of programming”.
The higher the Television Rating Point (TRP), the higher
the profit TV channels earn.
According to Ms Nkala, television is a high-cost business
as stations invest more in production of dramas, which, if

and when sponsored, will also
generate the bulk of revenue.
It is believed ZTN can naturally leverage on the Zimpapers group, which has scale
and reach to make the investment meaningful.
Despite the world being home
to a plethora of digital marketing channels, TV remains
the most trusted and powerful method of advertising.
It also has the largest impact
on sales.
A study by Professor Karen
Nelson-Field from Australia-based Amplified Intelligence found that across
multiple channels (YouTube,
Instagram and Facebook),
the impact of a TV advert is
relatively bigger than other
digital channels.
According to data from
Thinkbox, broadcast TV
makes up 68 percent of the
average person’s day in video
– beating all online content,

YouTube and Facebook.
The television business thus
remains lucrative.
According to Statista, in 2019,
the traditional television revenue worldwide amounted to
US$243 billion.
“After a decline in 2020, the
market seems to recover
again and is expected to slowly increase, reaching a value
of US$231 billion.”
In South Africa, television
revenue is expected to grow
to over R40 billion (US$2,5
billion) next year.
SABC reported a R43 million
profit for the month of April
2021 alone.
Overall, TV advertisement
spending in SA was 68 percent of the total advertising
spend in 2021, reflecting TV’s
dominance.
In Kenya, TV spend in 2021
was 58 percent of the total
advertising spend of KS60,5
billion (US$516 million), according to Betting Companies
Africa.
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Zimbabwe Go Down To Afghanistan In T20
ESPNcricinfo
Hazratullah Zazai and Najibullah Zadran played
knocks of 45 and 44 respectively as Afghanistan defeated
Zimbabwe by six wickets in
the first T20I on Saturday at
Harare Sports Club.
Chasing 160, Afghanistan got
off to a good start as openers Zazai and Rahmanullah
Gurbaz put on 83 runs for the
first wicket.
Zimbabwe took three wickets in quick succession but

Afghanistan managed to hang
on to register a win.
Earlier, Sikandar Raza played
a 45-run knock as Zimbabwe
posted 159/8 in 20 overs.
Wesley Madhevere and Regis
Chakabva chipped in with
knocks of 32 and 29 respectively and a combined batting
effort saw Zimbabwe post a
score of more than the 155run mark.
Zimbabwe have left out as
many as seven players who
featured in the contingent
that recently played against

Namibia while naming their
T20I squad for the T20Is
against Afghanistan.
The omissions include those
of Tanaka Chivanga, Brad
Evans, Victor Nyauchi, Ernest
Masuku, Richmond Mutumbami, Tony Munyonga, and
Brandon Mavuta.
In their place, the selectors
have picked Clive Madande,
Blessing Muzarabani, Dion
Myers and Ainsley Ndlovu.
Those four were part of the
just concluded ODIs against

Afghanistan, but only Muzarabani and Myers got
games.
While Madande is uncapped
in international cricket and
toured Nepal last month with
the Zimbabwe A squad, Ndlovu has played international
cricket in all three formats
but has not represented Zimbabwe since February 2020.
His last T20I was in September 2019 in a tri-series involving Afghanistan and Bangladesh. Muzarabani's last T20I
came in September 2021,
after which he played in the

PSL for Multan Sultans and
was picked as a net bowler by
Lucknow Super Giants in the
recent IPL. He was Zimbabwe's highest wicket-taker in
the recent ODIs, with seven
wickets from three games.
T20I squad: Craig Ervine
(capt), Ryan Burl, Regis Chakabva, Tendai Chatara, Luke
Jongwe, Innocent Kaia, Clive
Madande, Wessly Madhevere,
Tadiwanashe Marumani,
Blessing Muzarabani, Dion
Myers, Ainsley Ndlovu, Sikandar Raza, Milton Shumba,
Donald Tiripano.
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FREIGHWORLD MAKES A MARK IN LOCAL INDUSTRY
Abel Zhakata Senior Reporter
BASED in Mutare – the provincial capital of
Manicaland – Freighworld Investments (Private)
Limited which was founded in 2013 is the leading
supplier of a litany of products and services that
include agro-produce, minerals and metals.
The company, which has grown in leaps and
bounds over the years, services the local market as
well as diverse industries in the Sadc region and
beyond.
Apart from creating employment, the company’s
operations have made a positive impact on
Manicaland’s Gross Domestic Product.
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We supply quality controlled and certiﬁed nonGMO agro produce. Our minimum order for grains
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macadamia nuts, horticulture products and fruits.
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Manchester United In The Lead To Land Marco Asensio
Manchester United ‘in the
lead’ to sign Marco Asensio
By David Comerford
Manchester United ‘in the
lead’ to sign Marco Asensio
-Manchester United News
Manchester United are in
pole position for Real Madrid winger Marco Asensio,
Spanish newspaper Mundo
Deportivo report.
The transfer window officially
opened on Friday, enabling
new United boss Erik ten Hag
to assemble his squad.
The Red Devils are already
working on a deal for Barcelona midfielder Frenkie de
Jong, having seen an opening
offer of €60million (£51.3million) plus €10million add-ons
rejected.
But it seems Ten Hag is also

keen on bolstering his forward line with the addition
of Asensio, who’s capable of
operating on either flank and
also in central positions.
Asensio, who’s valued at
€40million (£34.2million) by
Transfermarkt, is into the last
12 months of his contract at
the Santiago Bernabeu.
The report states that Real
have offered Asensio a new
deal but he’s yet to signal
his agreement. If he fails to
commit, then Los Blancos are
expected to put him up for
sale this summer.
In terms of suitors, United
and Serie A giants are Juventus are said to be ‘in the lead’.
Asensio is apparently willing
to run down the final year of
his deal and leave on a free
transfer too.

Asensio scored 12 goals and
provided two assists last season, taking his overall totals
for Real Madrid to 49 goals
and 24 assists in 235 matches.
He commendably reached
double figures in La Liga despite only starting 19 of their
38 matches.
Cristiano Ronaldo, a former
team-mate of the 26-yearold, once backed Asensio to
follow in his footsteps as a
Ballon D’Or winner.
And he’d have the chance to
team up with the Portuguese
superstar once again at Old
Trafford, of course.
In terms of playing style, he’s
similar to Manchester City
duo Riyad Mahrez and Phil
Foden, Tottenham Hotspur’s
Son Heung-min and Liver-

pool’s Sadio Mane, according
to FBRef.
United need more options up
front with Edinson Cavani
departing and Mason Greenwood suspended, and 28-cap
Spanish international Asensio
may be a decent addition.
Meanwhile David de Gea
is hoping that Erik ten Hag
will bring an exciting style of
football and positive energy
to Manchester United.
Ten Hag has taken over the
reins from interim boss Ralf
Rangnick at United and now
has just over two weeks to
prepare before he welcomes
his first group of players back
to Carrington for pre-season.
Those stars who are currently on international duty will
arrive at a later date.

The Dutchman has a huge
task on his hands to turn
around the fortunes of a
squad that had a dreadful
campaign last term, registering the club’s lowest ever
Premier League points tally
with just 58.
De Gea has outlined what he
wants Ten Hag to instill in the
team, but also made it clear
what the players must do for
him in return.
“We are all very excited for
the new manager,” De Gea
told United’s in-house media.
“I think need to be more positive about next season and
bring good energy from the
beginning.
“Hopefully, the coach will
bring a good style of football and good energy to the
team. For sure it’s going to
be a better season. (via Sport
Witness)
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